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Decades after the invention of elastic, the elastic hair tie was born. Elastic hair ties 
became more popular after “scrunchies” fell out of style. Elastic hair ties are actually 
really bad for the enviroment. They are treated as a disposable item, when in reality 
they should be used sparingly. Elastic hair ties are also very damaging to hair com-
pared to other options. New designs are being brought to the market place but the 
transition is slow because these simple tools are a staple for most women.

“Noise Fatigue” at the Cooper Hewitt Museum displays actual 
sounds from an emergency room then juxtaposes it by giving a 
proposal of calmer alarm noises that can be used instead. The 
concept using design to show �aws in the way things work was 
what drew me to it. While listening to the reality noises, I felt 
stressed and uneasy. During the second set of noise I went 
back into a relaxed state. 

I wanted to design something that made the user realize the lack of comfort in something that is con-
sidered normal. Although the use of traditional corsets is nearly extinct, I was drawn to using this idea 
because I thought it would be more deceptice. I explore the sense of touch by creating a tight corset 
with limited mobility. I used elastic hair ties but only have the sides of the body a pattern in which the 
elastic could move with the body. The connecting material I used with it, wire, lies �at on the outside, 
making it prettier to the viewer but painful to the person wearing it. 

 Feelipa color code gives a sense of color to the visu-
ally impared by assigning shape to the primary 
colors and texture to bolack and white to indicate 
shade. When combining these basic elements it can 
give a better understanding of color to those who 
may have never seen it. 

History of the Hair tie

Inspiration from the cooper Hewitt

Skunk Lock �ghts crime by releasing chemicals 
from a bicycle lock when it is unproperly 
opened. This discourages theifs from attempt-
ing to steal bikes or induces nausea when 
opened.
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